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shop definately quieter but local business ok building business up again

We had a manic summer with wedding catch ups. Sometimes five in a week. Far too many but we managed to keep on top of them - just. Very hard though. And we caught Covid ourselves in the middle of three weeks of 5 weddings a week. Managed the workload with freelancers but we honoured prices set two years ago. A lot of work for no profit.  

it helped my business and i managed to survive it

We took more during lockdown periods than now...vs cost to sell and staffing, electricity price increases etc.  shop local loyalty has gone out of the window. Average transaction values were higher during lockdown.   

It has been overall positive 

overall probably positive, obviously we had loss of sales and weddings were a big headache. However if you are a business willing to be creative and adapt, then the customer will respond. Local shopping has definitely increased and awareness for supporting your local community has been apparent. Social engagements are very important too and the tone of voice you message to your customers. Treat your customers like gold and they will return to you.

Covid affected the choices that my self employed staff member has made re the availability of her time to me. She has had to diversify her income stream due to the Lockdown periods, which resulted in her being less available for additional hours.  I have re structured the shop hours and now do not do large wedding set ups as we simply do not have the staff hours to do both and have hence focused on the best shop we can be. 

2020 was much busier 2021 steadied in pace but feel  Covid enhanced our business and public seem to be more loyal to local business 

staff off all the time 

Funeral orders were consistently high but passing trade low as my demographic is elderley so much more sheilding and reluctance to shop

Although we came out of lockdowns, the public didn’t come to the shop

Surprisingly positive. We’ve had a significant increase in turnover.

We were busier at times when people were more locked down, staff was more difficult because my florist has children so couldn't work at the beginning of the year

To be honest except for the mask wearing not at all except increasing sales.  

Created more business because on smaller retail site, not a busy shopping high street.

We closed for 9 weeks as I was told to shield. When we reopened it took off straight away and was very busy. 

On a positive it has given me more time with my family. Family are now helping more, with make up and delivery. On a negative there’s less walk in customers 

We were much busier during to lock down than when we were open !

I think we did ok. But, shop sales are down, footfall really down

We limped through financially but will need a sharp increase in sales over the next few months to stay open     Covid has made more people shop local but there have also been more studio florists appearing who we can’t compete with on price 

Luckly l havent had it but, alot of staff shortage and even worse weeks leading into 2022.

Positive as clients have returned to local shops 

The uncertainty and the rules changing so frequently made things tough. I'm based in Wales but only just, so cover weddings both in Wales and England and keeping on top of who could do what where and be sympathetic to brides and come up with creative solutions was tough. Lack of people actually out and about shopping has been hard to, I know that where I am positioned a fair amount of my trade is impulsive, there just weren't the shoppers out there. One positive though is keeping customers at the front of the shop, unable to wander and touch things and lean on my workbench means I get more done!

Negativity. We lost thousands due to Weddings cancellations, loss of funeral flowers orders and our Walk in Trade around our small town dropped significantly. 

Weddings particularly down but then a bit of a surge after restriction on wedding lifted over the summer

not an issue for me

I think Covid-19 has had a positive affect on my bussiness. I've spent a lot of time keeping up to date with my shops Google page. This has boosted our sales . Customers are more engaged wirh local bussiness during this period of time. Customers are also not that bothered by our price increases. 

Badly    I’m in the wedding and event industry mostly 

Its been much harder because of covi19, it has impacted everything sadly. 

Last year 2020, was better in terms of volume, but wastage was high. This year sales were down, however, very little waste.

No footfall People we’re staying in 

We were much busier during lockdown times, once all retail re-opened our sales dropped although overall we are up on last year even though down at Christmas

During lockdown, I was able to offer deliveries and this proved really good for business. Valentine and Mother's Day was extremally busy. On the flip side with all weddings cancelled and then only small gatherings when they did come back meant that those sales were down dramatically.

We think over the last two years it had more of a positive effect, as were more busy than usual for most of 2020 and into 2021

On a positive note my sales of everyday gift bouquets has more than doubled, but the weddings seem to be getting smaller.

Possibly less customers in the door but not much different

Neutral- Has not been due to covid

Covid-19 didn't affect my business, I had to continue doing a mass of funeral work.

Since the Start of the lockdown,  I have never been as busy with people sending flowers to their loved ones. I have people now calling me from around the world so its been good for my business but the amount of funeral work I have done has gone down as so many people are advertising as a florist and doing tributes at silly prices but their work is terrible. 

It’s a pain with staff.

We were really busy when locked down, then the sales returned to normal.

Only one team member got covid last year and one was pinged by the app. Covid is a constant concern with regard to the team and it makes me nervous at peaks in case some one gets it. We have been very lucky so far.   Footfall is very variable now but I will continue having a shop despite this, we just have to keeping changing and evolving which is not a bad thing.  Covid has actually had a positive effect overall.

Increase In flower delivery and over all bussiness. 

Negatively

we constantly updated the web site and limited the choice but increased the prices in lockdown.  We were very busy behind closed doors delivering to people's family and friends, Our excellent dutch flower supplier delivered by van to our door every  2 to 3 days.One of the best trading years in our 30 years in business 

Since re opening to the public lic, it has been like starting all over again, even though we worked behind closed doors during lockdowns.



We found business did better in lock down, more people seemed to send flowers with not being able to visit family or friends.

Both Positive and Negative

Luckily it didnt in respect we stayed open as have own online shop as well as a relay company. Could still offer delivery and click n collect during any lockdowns. Footfall was down significantly when people could go in a shop. Also found that people had less money to spend and the amount that wanted only £10 Hand tied including delivery !!! was huge .Which is simply not viable

Loved not having customers in ( the annoying ones that is ) so we were productive at the Peaks 

Much uncertainty on customers behaviour and possible last minute government restrictions

Our weddings were definitely down and those we did were much smaller. There was a definite loss in revenue.

No change

Both, negative as much more pressure and lots of corporate and event changes, but increase in shop and web sales ( covid gave me the final push to sort a website)  

Not really 

I think it was positive because people sent more flowers

Not been affected

Negatively

Increased sales as people are not travelling to see friends and family. Sending flowers instead 

On the whole was busier

Has made us more efficient, more orders online & over the phone , shorter working hours. Made us brave and be able to take charge of our business rather than being open all hours - changed for the better. 

Alot more online and phone orders.  Less footfall for grab and go 

Was closed for 8 weeks as my supplier s were closed but then managed to work behind closed saws but not as busy as hotel work not there and 30 weddings down

I opened my business two weeks before the first lockdown!!!... The local people in my town were very keen to keep me, so were very supportive,... and still are 🙂👍.... If anything, it made people aware of  how important real shops and staff are to people. 

We were busy due 2021 lockdown but October onwards were very quiet and it was quite worrying. I’ve already looked at reducing costs including staff hours . 

 i have been lucky, we havent been affected to badly

Affected our morale and staff morale, so much work and people so demanding.   And customers not understanding of the challenges we are facing day to day. 

We have been busier than ever but are margins are shrinking because of COVID and brexit.  

Lost staff at mothers day

Covid didn’t affected my business so much 

Being closed in a town setting was very hard...and obviously not having many weddings had a big impact on our business. We unfortunately lost a staff member. However, we have also learnt to work differently and shorter days seem to be working. 

Covid has presented challenges but it has forced me to think differently and adapt. I also saw it as an opportunity to ‘train’ customers too. 

constant worry of staff being off for 10 days (now 7) and getting it myself and having to delegate 3 weddings to the team that I would've normally made a lot myself

Negative as footfall is down 

Positively - more over the phone sales and deliveries   Negative - Flower costs have increased too much !

Obviously we lost weddings and events but generally the shop and bouquet sales performed well

Affected us pretty bad at the first lock down but steadily picked up with no contact delivery and collection 

During the first lockdown I was so busy but as soon as we came out my sales dropped massively and so have now started freelancing to help with income 

As I kept the  web-shop open during covid and the shop when we could I don't think finiancially we have suffered too much. 

i have put more hours in my self over the last 2 years 

Negative,  had to isolate and close business while I had covid and business has been slow this year 

Positively as I now work from home and online sales suits my health issues and family needs , hardly any flower waste now and using English wholesaler for all may flowers no longer order from Holland 

Flower prices are difficult to keep up with, 

Very busy during lockdowns

Very much so. The covid information was confusing and people were not very sure what was happening and so people didnt pre-order.  The general public seem less keen to spend and the support for small shops has diminished somewhat since the first lockdown.  Valentines and Mother's Day leave us vulnerable and unsure what is going to happen especially on the pricing.      

Been so busy with funerals worked 6/7days a week . Preferred working behind closed doors as was buying for orders only and not having to stock the shop which meant more profit . Thinking about closing our door as worked so much better . Customers more organised as well when closed doors . 

we have been general busier

It’s been a positive.

Negative , passing trade down at station since work from home notice 

Did not effect it at all 

we did much with the door closed and also on our website was excellent

It’s been a nightmare for everyone,  Working behind closed doors for the 3 main peak trading periods was very difficult 

Not at all 

Just kept going behind closed doors!!



Change to daily format. Less footfall but more telephone & web orders. 

At times its been a nightmare with staff.

On the plus side we have found new customers as they have stayed closer to home for shopping,on the negative side footfall at time is non exsistant.

Definitely made business harder. Closing then opening! Keeping shop covid free with all measures in place to help staff and customers stay safe.  

native due to staff shortages, postponements and increased costs.

Thankfully covid-19 didn't affect my staff so that was a great relief, it had a positive affect overall on the busy- especially gifts

If there was a business to be in, it was being a Florist. We had to closed the shop in March 2020 and then able to obtain flowers on the 28 April 2020 and have been flat out ever since, until staffing problems at Christmas 2021 

we needed to be flexible and so did our customers. we planned for several scenario's and just went with the applicable one at the time.  for christmas we took the make up department away from the shop in case of any covid out break. Then one team could atleast keep things going. 

MADE PEOPLE ORDER DIRECT WITH THE FLORIST WHICH IS BETTER ALL ROUND

We had more orders than usual for delivery when non essential shops were closed

its been a positive as pople are not able to see family and friends so have sent flowers etc 

Both across the year, but evened out,  Very busy on the outdoor plants, as more people have taken up gardening during lockdown.

Having to install screens in shop was a big negative.  Footfall was down due to fewer people coming into town.

After the first lockdown (in 2020) & on into 2021, I was lucky enough to pick up work directly from more of the local funeral directors which has kept me busy (not sure if this is related to covid or other florists in the area). To the point where I have decided to do less general work such as Gift Bouquets etc & to concentrate on funerals & weddings.

very much the same had a few staff off but nothing to stress about

had a very good year

Positively as more telephone orders when no weddings and on line zoom classes reach a greater audience 

There is more hesitation and less people who feel a need for flowers.

Positive! More daily sales than ever, just changed from a predominant wedding florist to an “everything “ florist.  

We have 1 less shop, fewer staff and are better off

I am a new business, I feel more comfortable working from home and on my own than in a shop with the Pandemic.

Positives- Increased sales , I have phone switched through to my mobile so I answer every call because of this I feel I have built up a strong connection with my customers ,   Negatives -We are one member of staff down so we are very overworked , I’m personally never off duty and very stressed the worry of the shop having to close down because of covid outbreak is always there 

We were very busy

challenging, but very good. everything is harder work. 

STAFFING ISSUES 

Added to stress level. Made us evaluate our business and working practices. increased sales.

Lockdowns slowed trade, reduced customer confidence  and made it challenging but we got through, just.

Increased due to people not visiting relatives 

It didnt

During lockdown sales were up however when lockdown lifted sales declined as people were able to go out with each other to restaurants and meet in person. Sept, Oct and Nov sales were very slow indeed. 

Negatively, lower sales, customer nervousness 

a very unstable 

We have gained customers from the lockdowns of the last two years and seem to have kept most of them. We are generally much busier but it's hard work. The general public are very unaware of all the supply issues and extra costs we're facing. We do try and educate them but sometimes you feel like a broken record making excuse after excuse. So far we have been very lucky and not had a staff Covid outbreak but the thought of it makes me very stressed, particularly about ordering large amounts of flowers, especially at peak periods. 

Not at all. People without masks were frustrating.

Covid was def a negative. Lots of events changed dates or cancelled completely. Events eg weddings that did proceed had reduced numbers which reduced order size

I’ve been very lucky to have survived- that said I diversified from the very beginning making sure I’d survive and thrive. It hasn’t been easy but a challenge that could be achieved! 

There was a point where I was unable to trade as I did because stock, petrol issues 

Was busy due to postponing and I have been exhausted trying to keep everyone happy but price increases have had a knock on effect

Definitely positively best valentines, Mother’s Day, Easter ever 

Hasn’t really 

It has thrown up a few challenges but it has made us move forward and restructure systems ie. online, marketing, social media, deliveries.

Positively but preferred lock down as the doors were closed and we could get on better .  Appreciate all our customers but walk in customers are very time consuming.

Awaiting hearing about grant 

Negatively. Poor sales. Now facing higher tax bill due to govt grants raising profits we didn't make. 

COVID did not effect my business but Brexit did many years now … 

Negative , no corporate  or function work 

Extremely busy, too busy really put too much pressure on myself and staff and found it difficult with no time to catch up

Greater proportion of online and telephone sales, therefore increase in deliveries.  Less walk in sales due to lockdown and restrictions



Had to work from home 

No footfall on high street very little sales

Staff isolating caused huge issues and addded pressure 

Positively

As asole trader it has had no impact on.me personally as I have managed to stay safe and well, and no staff to employ. Customers have been very respectful of wearing masks when collecting orders. I have had no issues with deliveries from my suppliers either as they are all of a 'certain age' and triple vaccinated. 

I feel it actually helped my business as people were unable to always visit family 

Positively 

Staff off because of children 

Weddings 

we were much busier with weddings and tourists due to people staying in the UK. This year has been very profitable for us apart from Christmas when I was left with lots of excess stock

We opened our first shop during covid, operated behind closed doors and had a successful year.  Christmas was very stressful trying to dodge covid, staff sickness due to covid etc. 

POSTIVELY AT A COST TO OR HEALTH

Covid has made a different 

Being a studio florist it’s just anew way of buying for a lot of customers so I need to build up trust and make sure that I stay visible through social media and word of mouth.

less general floristry sales but more sympathy work but only 1 item for a funeral instead of several however bigger more fuller doube ended coffin sprays this year 

Negatively. Less customers

Not a problem for us 

Made my designing difficult as produce of sundries not readily available

Terrible ,hope it gets better in 2022

We were open all through lockdown as we sell fruit and veggies as well 

Studio floristry was buddies in lockdown and high street florists closed     With staff shortages for shops - freelance work increased

Bit of both.....gained more day to day online orders but lots of weddings cancelled or postponed 

The cost of covering for sickness absence was the negative, the fact that people needed wanted to support local businesses was very much the positive. Luckily we didnt lose anyone and no staff lost close family or friends.

It was definitely slower sales than 2020, however our turnover was higher as weddings have started again.

Sales have seen a decrease 

Higher costs on all stock, means I need to be working harder to maintain a viable business.

positively

Negatively less business 

People not spending the same money. Smaller funerals and weddings. 

Negatively due to lack of passing trade and customers have less disposable income 

Was busy more so in lockdown

Very busy 

Positively until shops and restaurants opened in April 2021. After that, sales went down. 

No footfall 

Lots of weddings postponed, some cancelled. Lots smaller because of smaller guest numbers.

We saw a positive during the majority of the year with increased sales (people sending flowers when they couldn’t visit people) but it has dropped off at the end of the year, less people coming out to shop and I think less disposable income to spend on flowers and gifts. 

I'm more a wedding florist, when weddings got going again it was great, I've been lucky and have managed to navigate around covid 

Not this year possibly more the damp wet weather

negatively,  

No real impact - foot flow very low, so we operate with the door shut and complete orders only. No staff shortages, only 2 driver on for Christmas week - all very manageable.

It actually improved my sales as the local florists were closed early on in Covid, so I took on many orders doing door stop deliveries.

This was the first Christmas for 54 years I’ve not worked in the shop for Christmas luckily my daughter and the staff and my other sons all pulled together to get as much done as we were capable of. I tested positive 8 days before Christmas.

Difficult question BOTH !! One good thing is the rise in flower costs! Flower prices have not really increased in 20 years so if you work on percentage margin profits should have increased.  

Definitely positively. Lots of people have turned to flowers as comfort this year. 

The main issue has been the extra weddings during the summer 

Just be adapatble to change and at very short notice, this christmas didnt run myself into the ground had a plan (profit/loss forcast and worked to it and when reached stop taking orders)    Being a studio florist in general sales throughout the year have improved and new clients gained but the weddings has this year (due to covid) has been stupid and has made me re-address taking on too many in the future until things calm down     Im luky as this is not my own job and I dont rely on this as a sole income 

WEDDING ORDERS UP...FOOTFALL IN SHOP OVERALL DOWN,ALWAYS UNSURE IF SOMEONE CAUGHT COVID IN BUSINESS HOW THAT WOULD AFFECT US..ALWAYS CONCERNED.....HUMBLES TO BE STILL TRADING AND OVERALL BENEFITED FROM THE RESTRICTIONS AS PEOPLE NEEDED TO SEND FLOWERS...NOT SURE HOW LONG NOW THIS WILL CONTINUE ..ALREADY SLOWING DOWN I THINK

Positive as I think more people shopped local.



My customers have remained loyal, wanting to buy British Flowers but we have done far more weddings than normal

Don’t think covid had an effect in 2021 compared to 2020

Definitely has been good for my business. Most sales are over the phone and some via social media. 

nightmare



We had a manic summer with wedding catch ups. Sometimes five in a week. Far too many but we managed to keep on top of them - just. Very hard though. And we caught Covid ourselves in the middle of three weeks of 5 weddings a week. Managed the workload with freelancers but we honoured prices set two years ago. A lot of work for no profit.  

We took more during lockdown periods than now...vs cost to sell and staffing, electricity price increases etc.  shop local loyalty has gone out of the window. Average transaction values were higher during lockdown.   

overall probably positive, obviously we had loss of sales and weddings were a big headache. However if you are a business willing to be creative and adapt, then the customer will respond. Local shopping has definitely increased and awareness for supporting your local community has been apparent. Social engagements are very important too and the tone of voice you message to your customers. Treat your customers like gold and they will return to you.

Covid affected the choices that my self employed staff member has made re the availability of her time to me. She has had to diversify her income stream due to the Lockdown periods, which resulted in her being less available for additional hours.  I have re structured the shop hours and now do not do large wedding set ups as we simply do not have the staff hours to do both and have hence focused on the best shop we can be. 

We limped through financially but will need a sharp increase in sales over the next few months to stay open     Covid has made more people shop local but there have also been more studio florists appearing who we can’t compete with on price 

The uncertainty and the rules changing so frequently made things tough. I'm based in Wales but only just, so cover weddings both in Wales and England and keeping on top of who could do what where and be sympathetic to brides and come up with creative solutions was tough. Lack of people actually out and about shopping has been hard to, I know that where I am positioned a fair amount of my trade is impulsive, there just weren't the shoppers out there. One positive though is keeping customers at the front of the shop, unable to wander and touch things and lean on my workbench means I get more done!

I think Covid-19 has had a positive affect on my bussiness. I've spent a lot of time keeping up to date with my shops Google page. This has boosted our sales . Customers are more engaged wirh local bussiness during this period of time. Customers are also not that bothered by our price increases. 

During lockdown, I was able to offer deliveries and this proved really good for business. Valentine and Mother's Day was extremally busy. On the flip side with all weddings cancelled and then only small gatherings when they did come back meant that those sales were down dramatically.

Since the Start of the lockdown,  I have never been as busy with people sending flowers to their loved ones. I have people now calling me from around the world so its been good for my business but the amount of funeral work I have done has gone down as so many people are advertising as a florist and doing tributes at silly prices but their work is terrible. 

Only one team member got covid last year and one was pinged by the app. Covid is a constant concern with regard to the team and it makes me nervous at peaks in case some one gets it. We have been very lucky so far.   Footfall is very variable now but I will continue having a shop despite this, we just have to keeping changing and evolving which is not a bad thing.  Covid has actually had a positive effect overall.

we constantly updated the web site and limited the choice but increased the prices in lockdown.  We were very busy behind closed doors delivering to people's family and friends, Our excellent dutch flower supplier delivered by van to our door every  2 to 3 days.One of the best trading years in our 30 years in business 



Luckily it didnt in respect we stayed open as have own online shop as well as a relay company. Could still offer delivery and click n collect during any lockdowns. Footfall was down significantly when people could go in a shop. Also found that people had less money to spend and the amount that wanted only £10 Hand tied including delivery !!! was huge .Which is simply not viable

Has made us more efficient, more orders online & over the phone , shorter working hours. Made us brave and be able to take charge of our business rather than being open all hours - changed for the better. 

I opened my business two weeks before the first lockdown!!!... The local people in my town were very keen to keep me, so were very supportive,... and still are 🙂👍.... If anything, it made people aware of  how important real shops and staff are to people. 

Being closed in a town setting was very hard...and obviously not having many weddings had a big impact on our business. We unfortunately lost a staff member. However, we have also learnt to work differently and shorter days seem to be working. 

Positively as I now work from home and online sales suits my health issues and family needs , hardly any flower waste now and using English wholesaler for all may flowers no longer order from Holland 

Very much so. The covid information was confusing and people were not very sure what was happening and so people didnt pre-order.  The general public seem less keen to spend and the support for small shops has diminished somewhat since the first lockdown.  Valentines and Mother's Day leave us vulnerable and unsure what is going to happen especially on the pricing.      

Been so busy with funerals worked 6/7days a week . Preferred working behind closed doors as was buying for orders only and not having to stock the shop which meant more profit . Thinking about closing our door as worked so much better . Customers more organised as well when closed doors . 



If there was a business to be in, it was being a Florist. We had to closed the shop in March 2020 and then able to obtain flowers on the 28 April 2020 and have been flat out ever since, until staffing problems at Christmas 2021 

we needed to be flexible and so did our customers. we planned for several scenario's and just went with the applicable one at the time.  for christmas we took the make up department away from the shop in case of any covid out break. Then one team could atleast keep things going. 

After the first lockdown (in 2020) & on into 2021, I was lucky enough to pick up work directly from more of the local funeral directors which has kept me busy (not sure if this is related to covid or other florists in the area). To the point where I have decided to do less general work such as Gift Bouquets etc & to concentrate on funerals & weddings.

Positives- Increased sales , I have phone switched through to my mobile so I answer every call because of this I feel I have built up a strong connection with my customers ,   Negatives -We are one member of staff down so we are very overworked , I’m personally never off duty and very stressed the worry of the shop having to close down because of covid outbreak is always there 

During lockdown sales were up however when lockdown lifted sales declined as people were able to go out with each other to restaurants and meet in person. Sept, Oct and Nov sales were very slow indeed. 

We have gained customers from the lockdowns of the last two years and seem to have kept most of them. We are generally much busier but it's hard work. The general public are very unaware of all the supply issues and extra costs we're facing. We do try and educate them but sometimes you feel like a broken record making excuse after excuse. So far we have been very lucky and not had a staff Covid outbreak but the thought of it makes me very stressed, particularly about ordering large amounts of flowers, especially at peak periods. 

I’ve been very lucky to have survived- that said I diversified from the very beginning making sure I’d survive and thrive. It hasn’t been easy but a challenge that could be achieved! 



As asole trader it has had no impact on.me personally as I have managed to stay safe and well, and no staff to employ. Customers have been very respectful of wearing masks when collecting orders. I have had no issues with deliveries from my suppliers either as they are all of a 'certain age' and triple vaccinated. 

we were much busier with weddings and tourists due to people staying in the UK. This year has been very profitable for us apart from Christmas when I was left with lots of excess stock

We opened our first shop during covid, operated behind closed doors and had a successful year.  Christmas was very stressful trying to dodge covid, staff sickness due to covid etc. 

The cost of covering for sickness absence was the negative, the fact that people needed wanted to support local businesses was very much the positive. Luckily we didnt lose anyone and no staff lost close family or friends.

We saw a positive during the majority of the year with increased sales (people sending flowers when they couldn’t visit people) but it has dropped off at the end of the year, less people coming out to shop and I think less disposable income to spend on flowers and gifts. 

This was the first Christmas for 54 years I’ve not worked in the shop for Christmas luckily my daughter and the staff and my other sons all pulled together to get as much done as we were capable of. I tested positive 8 days before Christmas.

Difficult question BOTH !! One good thing is the rise in flower costs! Flower prices have not really increased in 20 years so if you work on percentage margin profits should have increased.  

Just be adapatble to change and at very short notice, this christmas didnt run myself into the ground had a plan (profit/loss forcast and worked to it and when reached stop taking orders)    Being a studio florist in general sales throughout the year have improved and new clients gained but the weddings has this year (due to covid) has been stupid and has made me re-address taking on too many in the future until things calm down     Im luky as this is not my own job and I dont rely on this as a sole income 

WEDDING ORDERS UP...FOOTFALL IN SHOP OVERALL DOWN,ALWAYS UNSURE IF SOMEONE CAUGHT COVID IN BUSINESS HOW THAT WOULD AFFECT US..ALWAYS CONCERNED.....HUMBLES TO BE STILL TRADING AND OVERALL BENEFITED FROM THE RESTRICTIONS AS PEOPLE NEEDED TO SEND FLOWERS...NOT SURE HOW LONG NOW THIS WILL CONTINUE ..ALREADY SLOWING DOWN I THINK





We had a manic summer with wedding catch ups. Sometimes five in a week. Far too many but we managed to keep on top of them - just. Very hard though. And we caught Covid ourselves in the middle of three weeks of 5 weddings a week. Managed the workload with freelancers but we honoured prices set two years ago. A lot of work for no profit.  

overall probably positive, obviously we had loss of sales and weddings were a big headache. However if you are a business willing to be creative and adapt, then the customer will respond. Local shopping has definitely increased and awareness for supporting your local community has been apparent. Social engagements are very important too and the tone of voice you message to your customers. Treat your customers like gold and they will return to you.

Covid affected the choices that my self employed staff member has made re the availability of her time to me. She has had to diversify her income stream due to the Lockdown periods, which resulted in her being less available for additional hours.  I have re structured the shop hours and now do not do large wedding set ups as we simply do not have the staff hours to do both and have hence focused on the best shop we can be. 

The uncertainty and the rules changing so frequently made things tough. I'm based in Wales but only just, so cover weddings both in Wales and England and keeping on top of who could do what where and be sympathetic to brides and come up with creative solutions was tough. Lack of people actually out and about shopping has been hard to, I know that where I am positioned a fair amount of my trade is impulsive, there just weren't the shoppers out there. One positive though is keeping customers at the front of the shop, unable to wander and touch things and lean on my workbench means I get more done!

I think Covid-19 has had a positive affect on my bussiness. I've spent a lot of time keeping up to date with my shops Google page. This has boosted our sales . Customers are more engaged wirh local bussiness during this period of time. Customers are also not that bothered by our price increases. 

During lockdown, I was able to offer deliveries and this proved really good for business. Valentine and Mother's Day was extremally busy. On the flip side with all weddings cancelled and then only small gatherings when they did come back meant that those sales were down dramatically.

Since the Start of the lockdown,  I have never been as busy with people sending flowers to their loved ones. I have people now calling me from around the world so its been good for my business but the amount of funeral work I have done has gone down as so many people are advertising as a florist and doing tributes at silly prices but their work is terrible. 

Only one team member got covid last year and one was pinged by the app. Covid is a constant concern with regard to the team and it makes me nervous at peaks in case some one gets it. We have been very lucky so far.   Footfall is very variable now but I will continue having a shop despite this, we just have to keeping changing and evolving which is not a bad thing.  Covid has actually had a positive effect overall.

we constantly updated the web site and limited the choice but increased the prices in lockdown.  We were very busy behind closed doors delivering to people's family and friends, Our excellent dutch flower supplier delivered by van to our door every  2 to 3 days.One of the best trading years in our 30 years in business 



Luckily it didnt in respect we stayed open as have own online shop as well as a relay company. Could still offer delivery and click n collect during any lockdowns. Footfall was down significantly when people could go in a shop. Also found that people had less money to spend and the amount that wanted only £10 Hand tied including delivery !!! was huge .Which is simply not viable

Very much so. The covid information was confusing and people were not very sure what was happening and so people didnt pre-order.  The general public seem less keen to spend and the support for small shops has diminished somewhat since the first lockdown.  Valentines and Mother's Day leave us vulnerable and unsure what is going to happen especially on the pricing.      

Been so busy with funerals worked 6/7days a week . Preferred working behind closed doors as was buying for orders only and not having to stock the shop which meant more profit . Thinking about closing our door as worked so much better . Customers more organised as well when closed doors . 



we needed to be flexible and so did our customers. we planned for several scenario's and just went with the applicable one at the time.  for christmas we took the make up department away from the shop in case of any covid out break. Then one team could atleast keep things going. 

After the first lockdown (in 2020) & on into 2021, I was lucky enough to pick up work directly from more of the local funeral directors which has kept me busy (not sure if this is related to covid or other florists in the area). To the point where I have decided to do less general work such as Gift Bouquets etc & to concentrate on funerals & weddings.

Positives- Increased sales , I have phone switched through to my mobile so I answer every call because of this I feel I have built up a strong connection with my customers ,   Negatives -We are one member of staff down so we are very overworked , I’m personally never off duty and very stressed the worry of the shop having to close down because of covid outbreak is always there 

We have gained customers from the lockdowns of the last two years and seem to have kept most of them. We are generally much busier but it's hard work. The general public are very unaware of all the supply issues and extra costs we're facing. We do try and educate them but sometimes you feel like a broken record making excuse after excuse. So far we have been very lucky and not had a staff Covid outbreak but the thought of it makes me very stressed, particularly about ordering large amounts of flowers, especially at peak periods. 



As asole trader it has had no impact on.me personally as I have managed to stay safe and well, and no staff to employ. Customers have been very respectful of wearing masks when collecting orders. I have had no issues with deliveries from my suppliers either as they are all of a 'certain age' and triple vaccinated. 

Just be adapatble to change and at very short notice, this christmas didnt run myself into the ground had a plan (profit/loss forcast and worked to it and when reached stop taking orders)    Being a studio florist in general sales throughout the year have improved and new clients gained but the weddings has this year (due to covid) has been stupid and has made me re-address taking on too many in the future until things calm down     Im luky as this is not my own job and I dont rely on this as a sole income 

WEDDING ORDERS UP...FOOTFALL IN SHOP OVERALL DOWN,ALWAYS UNSURE IF SOMEONE CAUGHT COVID IN BUSINESS HOW THAT WOULD AFFECT US..ALWAYS CONCERNED.....HUMBLES TO BE STILL TRADING AND OVERALL BENEFITED FROM THE RESTRICTIONS AS PEOPLE NEEDED TO SEND FLOWERS...NOT SURE HOW LONG NOW THIS WILL CONTINUE ..ALREADY SLOWING DOWN I THINK





overall probably positive, obviously we had loss of sales and weddings were a big headache. However if you are a business willing to be creative and adapt, then the customer will respond. Local shopping has definitely increased and awareness for supporting your local community has been apparent. Social engagements are very important too and the tone of voice you message to your customers. Treat your customers like gold and they will return to you.

Covid affected the choices that my self employed staff member has made re the availability of her time to me. She has had to diversify her income stream due to the Lockdown periods, which resulted in her being less available for additional hours.  I have re structured the shop hours and now do not do large wedding set ups as we simply do not have the staff hours to do both and have hence focused on the best shop we can be. 

The uncertainty and the rules changing so frequently made things tough. I'm based in Wales but only just, so cover weddings both in Wales and England and keeping on top of who could do what where and be sympathetic to brides and come up with creative solutions was tough. Lack of people actually out and about shopping has been hard to, I know that where I am positioned a fair amount of my trade is impulsive, there just weren't the shoppers out there. One positive though is keeping customers at the front of the shop, unable to wander and touch things and lean on my workbench means I get more done!
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